TRAVEL Winter Getaways

ROMANTIC
ESCAPES

Transform fantasy into reality at these seven swoon-worthy
destinations, where romance extends far beyond candlelit
dinners and rose petal–covered beds. by PAUL RUBIO

Photo: Kodiak Greenwood.

Post Ranch Inn, Big Sur, California.
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SEYCHELLES
meal at Fregate is an experience, not only because most
of the food is grown on island or caught right off shore,
but because each takes place in a different incredible
location. Breakfast listening to the songs of the seabirds
in a tree house high atop the forest canopy, lunch feetin-the-sand on one of the many beaches, and dinner
on the terrace of the island’s historic plantation house,
stargazing in between courses. Given the island’s large
size, don’t be surprised if you don’t see another guest,
even when it’s fully booked.
Northwest of Mahé, 510-acre North Island also
showcases some of the planets most stunning beaches
and a conservation focus similar to Fregate. North’s 11
villas line the island’s easterly ultra-turquoise beach,
all offering direct beach access and jaw-dropping
panoramas of granite, sand, and sea. Each villa flaunts
an aesthetic that commingles high-end safari camp and
bohemian elegance. Alfresco bathrooms include a duo
of showers (one under the open sky, the other under
a thatched roof), a plunge-pool-sized bathtub, and a
massage bed.
While Fregate is more geared toward couples seeking
extreme privacy in a more rustic setting, North carries a
more social and modern vibe. House music lightly echoes
across the principal bar area and over on the West
Beach bar, lending to conversation and cocktails with
fellow lovebirds. The island’s no-set-menu policy means
constant dialogue with chefs and bartenders to create
bespoke meals. A high-tech gym and indulgent spa have
been etched into the bedrock at the island’s core.

This page from left: The beach at Fregate; outdoor dining at North
Island. Opposite, from top: The treehouse spa; the resort beach between
the Pitons; and a suite, all at Sugar Beach. Opposite, inset: Ladera.
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Photos: (Oppostie bottom left) Jochen Manz. (Top left) Christian Horan; (top right) Bruce Buck.
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n the heart of the Indian Ocean, the two
discreet, private island hideaways of Fregate
Island (from $3,300; fregate.com) and North
Island (from $3,280; wilderness-safaris.com)
will surpass your wildest expectations. Waters
in unimaginable shades of blue; sprawling palmlaced coves reserved for private use; the softest,
whitest sands your feet have ever touched; countless
hiking trails interspersed with mammoth granite boulders
and frequented by prehistoric creatures like Aldabra
giant tortoises; and seaside-chic, butler-attended villas
where your every desire is indulged. From the moment
your private helicopter touches ground, the modern
Robinson Crusoe fantasy takes flight.
East of the Seychelles capital island of Mahé, 740acre Fregate Island houses just 17 Creole-inspired villas,
constructed from native mahogany wood, and beginning
at 4,300 square feet apiece. Each love nest sports a
dramatic infinity-edged swimming pool, Jacuzzi, daybed
pavilion, and alfresco dining area overlooking the ocean.
Since becoming part of the Oetker Collection in 2013,
Fregate Island has invested more than $7 million in new
finishes and fabrics, furnishings, and accessories, as well
as a new marina and boats.
Fregate’s most prized assets are its beaches—seven
of them, in fact, including Anse Victorin, which has
been labeled the most beautiful beach in the world in
international travel polls and Anse Macquereau, which
becomes your very own by placing a wooden “Occupied”
sign at the trail entrance leading to the beach. Each

here’s a constant rivalry among Caribbean islands
over which sports the downiest sands, the most
crystalline waters, and the friendliest locals, but
when it comes to overall natural splendor, St. Lucia is the
undisputed winner. Placid waters teem with rainbows of
tropical fish, charismatic sea horses, and bioluminescent
squid, whose bodies project like underwater fireworks.
A contrast of volcanic sand beaches and powdery white
counterparts, many of which are accessible only by boat
or small coastal roads, define the island’s perimeter. But
most of all, in its southwest reaches, a duo of mammoth
high-rising mountains, Gros Piton and Petit Piton, soar
2,619 and 2,461 feet above the shoreline, respectively,
unfolding as dramatic mountain-meets-the-sea scenery,
unique in this archipelago.
This juxtaposition serves as an inspirational backdrop
for Sugar Beach, A Viceroy Resort (from $520;
viceroyhotelsandresorts.com), which bestrides the
beachfront foothills dividing the iconic peaks. French
Colonial–inspired villas, all with private plunge pools and
butler service, are tiered across the property to maximize
views and privacy. Formerly the Jalousie Plantation, the
resort was rebranded and relaunched under the Viceroy
banner after a $100 million renovation at the end of
2012. Since then, 15 residential villas have also debuted,
adjacent to the main resort, offering the ultimate in
privacy. All accommodations feature whitewashed
interiors with four-poster beds, voile draping, Victorianperiod claw-foot bathtubs, and outdoor lounging spaces.
Beyond the property, hire a water taxi and head to the
secret beach at the base of Gros Piton, Anse L’Ivrogne.
You’ll find nothing but a little beach bar there, but that’s
exactly the point. Experience the island’s magnificent
sunsets while imbibing cacao Bellinis and other
chocolate-infused cocktails at Boucan (hotelchocolat.
com) or admiring a bird’s-eye view of the Pitons at
Dasheene at Ladera (ladera.com) over a glass of fine
wine. Late night, return to the sands of Sugar Beach
for guided adventures in night-snorkeling—it’s the only
resort on the island to offer it—and enter an ethereal,
nocturnal world under the sea where parrotfish
construct night cocoons, moray eels hunt for prey, and
trumpetfish engage in elaborate courtship rituals. w
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CENTRAL–NORTH COAST &
WINE COUNTRY, CALIFORNIA
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Clockwise from opposite top:
Auberge du Soleil; The RitzCarlton Half Moon Bay;
Post Ranch Inn; Belmond
El Encanto.

Photos: (Oppostie top) Trinette Reed Photography. (Top) Blake Marvin; (bottom) Kodiak Greenwood.

hile California’s charm spans all seasons, the state’s coastal
treasures and vineyard-laced valleys are the most couple
conducive come winter, as the high-season calamity fades.
Temperate, sun-kissed days give way to star-lit nights. There’s no
better time to hit the PCH and take a road trip of California dreaming,
forgoing the major cities for the Golden State’s precious enclaves.
Begin the journey in California’s most venerated nexus of fertility,
Napa Valley, where love potion comes in three colors: white, red,
and rosé. This intoxicating kingdom of vineyards hosts some of the
country’s most acclaimed restaurants, a surfeit of showstopping
hotels, and, of course, prolific wineries that dazzle and dizzy. Check
into the legendary Auberge du Soleil (from $750; aubergedusoleil
.com), opting for one of the eight redesigned guest rooms, which
bear a fresh, softer side of contemporaneity and offer outdoor
sculptural soaking tubs, skylights, and bedside fireplaces. Book the
Auberge Spa’s Ultimate Indulgence After-Hours, wherein you’ll have
exclusive use of the facilities for three hours, including a 90-minute
couples treatment. Plan to visit about three to four wineries per
day. While there is no shortage of worthy places to imbibe, among
the more unusual are Darioush (darioush.com)—perhaps as much
for its cabs as its Persian palace–inspired architecture—and Cade
(cadewinery.com), for its low-key, high-tech, organically farmed, and
LEED-certified winery.
Head south toward Half Moon Bay via Sonoma County, with an
80-minute detour to Armstrong Redwoods State Natural Reserve
(parks.ca.gov) for a hike through majestic, primeval redwood
forest. Bypass San Francisco to reach Moss Beach Distillery
(mossbeachdistillery.com) in time for sunset cocktails on the
ocean-view patio. Rest your head at The Ritz-Carlton, Half Moon
Bay (from $495; ritzcarlton.com), where you can enjoy a few
days of unapologetic R&R and pampering along one of the most
stunning swaths of Northern California coast. Explore the beach by
horseback during the day through the proximate Sea Horse Ranch
(seahorseranch.org) and revel in the dramatic sunsets from your
terrace. Take an art glassblowing class at Half Moon Bay Art Glass
(hmbartglass.com), crafting your own crystal creations in the shape
of hearts, flowers, and even jellyfish.
Cruise along the PCH toward Big Sur, a nature enthusiast’s refuge
where colossal waves lap rugged promontories and arboreal giants
seemingly reach the sky, draping the region’s unspoiled interior.
On the way down, spend a few hours in Carmel-by-the-Sea, a
one-square-mile, European-imbued micro-city whose charming
downtown is lined with one-of-a-kind locales and encased by
swathes of windswept beach. Indulge in the tasting menu at
Aubergine Restaurant (auberginecarmel.com), where rising chef
Justin Cogley marries French roots with California flair using
prime local ingredients such as succulent Monterey Bay abalone
and just-picked black trumpet mushrooms. Unpack at the adultsonly Post Ranch Inn (from $775; postranchinn.com), the ultimate
hotel for California coastal romance, which doles out breathtaking
panoramas from each of its 39 voluptuous, wood-and-glass-fused,
high-design rooms (two private homes are also available). If time

allows, break away from the property for an afternoon to hike one of
the scenic trails of Point Lobos State Natural Reserve (parks.ca.gov) and
witness monstrous jellyfish, gregarious seals, and gray whales skirt past
the rugged coastline.
Finally, venture to the drier, warmer climes of Santa Barbara. Test your
photography skills on the massive elephant seal rookery here or make
a detour earlier in the journey at the equally populous breeding colony
in Piedras Blancas. With birthing season in full swing from December
to February, expect lots of cute seal pups bouncing around and their
hormonal, protective mamas close by. Arrive in Santa Barbara and
anticipate splendid days exploring the wide beaches, cruising through the
California Mission–style architecture, and dabbling in the region’s fledgling
wine country. Check into Belmond El Encanto (from $425; belmond.com),
an early 20th-century American legend that reopened in 2013, following
a seven-year refurbishment. Now with 92 rooms, the hotel surfaces as a
discreet, oceanfront enclave of private suites and bungalows tucked into
the hills. The quiet guest rooms are adorned with dark wood casegoods,
plush beds (with monogrammed pillowcases for each guest), and
fireplaces. Watch the sunset on the hotel’s famed terrace overlooking the
ocean, and dine on small plates like Santa Barbara sea urchin in aji amarillo
purée and seasonal oysters. During one of your Santa Barbara days, avoid
having to designate a driver and hop on the Cloud Climbers Back-Country
Wine Tour (ccjeeps.com) to explore the region’s wine country via Jeep,
downing flights at four Santa Barbara wineries. Make sure to check out
the swish boutiques along Coast Village Road in Montecito, go treasure
hunting through the 20 antique stalls at Summerland Antique Collective
(summerlandantiquecollective.com), and peruse the vintage Asian artifacts
at The Sacred Space (thesacredspace.com). End the day with a no-frills
waterfront dinner at the Boathouse at Hendry’s Beach (sbfishhouse.com),
sampling some of the local fruits of the sea, including the petrale sole and
the spice-rubbed local sea bass over black truffle mash potatoes. w
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Clockwise from left: Casa San Agustin; Casa Medina; Santa
Clara Cartagena; dining room at Santa Clara Cartagena.

CARTAGENA & BOGOTÁ,
COLOMBIA
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Photos: (Top right) Christian Horan; (bottom right) Chris Kewish.
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olombia has cleaned up its act, and the world is taking note. Now
considered a safer and more secure travel destination thanks to
enhanced military presence, protracted peace efforts with rebel
groups, and an iron-fisted campaign against the illicit cultivation of
coca, this emerging country is enjoying a deserved moment in time,
celebrating the colonial grandeur, new-fashioned cities, ecological
wonders, and rich cultures that, until recently, were unknown to those
beyond its borders.
The explosion of big city sophistication in the country’s capital,
Bogotá, is the talk of Latin America, and hoteliers are scrambling to
be part of the action. In the past few years, Marriott, Hyatt, Aloft,
and Sheraton all joined the neighborhood. Most recently, higher-end
brands have started moving in. First, the hypermodern W Bogotá
(from $150; starwood.com) arrived in September 2014 and now Four
Seasons will open not one but two memorable properties: the Four
Seasons Hotel Casa Medina Bogotá (from $199; fourseasons.com/
bogotacm), a reimagined version of the historic Hotel Casa Medina
Bogotá, and the more contemporary Four Seasons Hotel Bogotá
(from $199; fourseasons.com/bogota).
Beyond the adventures and bragging rights of “discovering” the
capital of this reborn nation, Colombia’s seduction lies in its coastal
crown jewel: Cartagena. Even during the country’s darker years, the
exquisitely preserved 16th-century architecture of Cartagena’s walled
city-center—evidenced by sprawling plazas, grandiose churches,
monasteries, and colonial mansions—had branded it one of South
America’s superlative honeymoon spots. Nowadays, its cobblestone
streets are candy-coated with stylish hotels, art galleries, open-air
cafés, and fashion designer boutiques to match the lavish, flower-filled
balconies and colonial majesty. It’s the type of city where no itinerary
is needed, and much of the romance lies in throwing away the map
and simply getting lost.
In the heart of this dreamy, coastal Old Town, Casa San Agustin (from
$800; hotelcasasanagustin.com) meticulously incorporates modernity
into the historic surrounds. Three whitewashed colonial-era buildings
transformed into a boutique hotel, San Agustin’s 30 singular rooms
excite with wrought-iron four-poster beds, vintage Colombian artifacts,
and, in some cases, plunge pools lined with jade tile—molded after
the hotel’s principal swimming pool. A few blocks north, Cartagena’s
grand dame, Sofitel Legend Santa Clara Cartagena (from $176; sofitel.
com), celebrated its 20th anniversary in October 2015. The former 17thcentury convent keeps history in style as a tony 123-room hotel etched
into the dramatic arches, lush courtyards, and timeless balconies of the
restored landmark. When it’s time for a change of scenery, either hotel
can easily arrange day boats to Cartagena’s proximate islands, such as
Baru Island and the Rosario Islands, where white sands and turquoise
waters beckon (the beaches of Cartagena proper are far inferior).
Be sure to dine at Restaurante Candé (restaurantecande.com),
specializing in local seafood, first stopping by the swank concept store
St. Dom (stdom.co) for new accessories, jewelry, or clothing by famed
Colombian designers. Late night put your dancing shoes on and head
to Cafe Havana (cafehavanacartagena.com)–everyone does—feeling
the pulse of a revived nation, you salsa the night away. w
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Opposite: Laucala Island. This page from
top: Aman Venice; the library at the Aman;
Palazzo Victoria.

S

trewn across the remote South Pacific—about
10.5 hours from Los Angeles—and enveloped
by jewel-toned waters, the Republic of Fiji
comprises 333 islands, large and small, graced
with lush coconut groves, tropical rainforests,
volcanic mountains, pristine beaches, and hospitable
locals who’ve roamed and sailed the archipelago for
centuries. While 87 percent of the population resides on
the two largest islands, Viti Levu and Vanua Levu, the
majority of the islands remain uninhabited and several
are minimally developed as private island retreats. It’s
these far-flung, castaway hideaways that draw travelers
from around the world in search of their own storybook
stay.
More so than its awe-inspiring island peers like Bora
Bora and the Maldives, Fiji is very much a cultural
destination. And while Fiji doesn’t have the overwater
bungalows of its contemporaries, its most exalted
resorts play out over several square miles of tropical
glory, meaning you’ll hardly ever encounter another
guest in paradise.
One such sanctuary is Wakaya Club & Spa (from
$2,600; wakaya.com), an 11-key resort housed on a
lush and serene 2,200-acre islet, accessible by a short
50-minute Cessna flight due east from Fiji’s international
airport. Wakaya embraces its unfussy Fijian roots; here,
it’s all about going off the grid and reveling in simplicity.
Don’t expect televisions, telephones, or technology. The
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island lends a different style of entertainment: picnics
on private beaches, supreme diving and snorkeling
directly offshore in Fiji’s only marine reserve, lazing on
hammocks amid picture-perfect island scenery, and
spending far too much time in your personal, open-air,
lava-rock shower.
Another incarnation of Fijian heaven lies on Laucala
Island (from $4,600; laucala.com), an over-the-top,
25-villa design opus cast over a 3,500-acre private
island, also a 50-minute flight from Nadi but toward the
archipelago’s more remote northeast reaches. Modeled
after traditional Fijian bures (pronounced boo-rays), each
thatch-roofed villa is in fact an assemblage of dwellings—
some enclosed, some open—together creating a private
dreamscape of daybeds, outdoor dining areas, verdant
gardens, and beautifully appointed sleeping and reflection
areas, all centered on a slick, ocean-view swimming pool.
A personal house buggy facilitates access to the island’s
kaleidoscope of natural bounties: white-sand beaches,
blue lagoons, coconut-laced shorelines, and rocky
interiors, all of which can also be explored by horseback,
on foot, or by mountain bike. In the nooks and crannies
of this grandeur, you’ll stumble upon a sensational spa,
five bars and restaurants serving local and international
cuisine, a par-72 championship golf course (no tee times
necessary), and a “Cultural Village” where guests are privy
to traditional ceremonies, rituals, and dances alongside
locals from the neighboring island of Qamea.

Photos: Jason Busch. (Opposite bottom) Anton Iopistillo.
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VENETO, ITALY

A

s the capital of Italy’s Veneto region, known for its
medieval palaces, priceless frescoes, and historysteeped cobblestone streets, this man-made
water world dazzles and intrigues—its 118 petite isles
living proof of exalted European art, architecture, and
culture traversing more than a millennium. The bridgelinked amalgam of Renaissance-era palazzos, Gothic
edifices, Byzantine domes, and baroque buildings
comprises an entire city conducive to sacred moments,
stolen kisses, and warm embraces.
Given the crowds Venice typically commands, the
winter low season reveals a more personalized incarnation
of the city, with surprisingly mild temperatures idyllic
for quiet ambles. Fewer boats on the canals translate
to easier navigation and access to a Venice beyond
the tourist trail. Travelers are finally able to land tables
at insider-y haunts like the seafood-centric Antiche
Carampane (antichecarampane.com) and the regal Caffè
Florian (caffeflorian.com), Europe’s oldest café circa 1720,
famous for its decadent cups of hot chocolate, made
with an equal ratio of premium melted dark chocolate to
fresh milk and topped with whipped cream.
Along the city’s main artery of the Grand Canal, the
Aman Venice (from $1,065; aman.com) is an adaptive reuse
of a 16th-century waterfront palazzo—12 of its 24 suites
face the canal—where the furnishings and artwork span
five centuries. Part museum, part hotel, and all living fairy
tale, the hotel is bejeweled with its original mirrors, glittery
chandeliers and candelabra, frescoes hand-painted by
Giovanni Battista Tiepolo, marble fireplaces sculptured
by Jacobo Sansovino, and multiple generations of Rubelli
silks and fabrics. During the off-season, the property
offers bonus frills such as private box seats to the opera
at Teatro la Fenice and special experiences, including New
Year’s Eve fireworks on the houseboat.
Beyond the crown jewel of Venice, explore the greater
Veneto region with a day trip to Treviso, which feels and
looks like an under-the-radar Venice, and wander along
the canals through arcaded streets lined with varied
medieval architecture. Meander through the alleys and
piazzas of the walled city of Padua, which houses the
world’s oldest botanical garden circa 1545, Italy’s secondoldest university circa 1222, and exquisite Renaissanceperiod frescoes by Giotto at the Scrovegni Chapel. Head
to Verona, the setting for Shakespeare’s Romeo and
Juliet, profess your eternal love under the balcony of the
folkloric Casa di Giulietta (the real-life home that inspired
an iconic setting of the fictional star-crossed love story),
and experience opera at the Verona arena, a first-century
Roman amphitheater. Opt for an overnight at the 14thcentury Palazzo Victoria (from $260; palazzovictoria
.com), now a chic 74-room hotel. Request the Victoria
Suite, underscored by a Veronese marbled bathroom,
original frescoed wall, and private balcony; and surprise
your other half with the hotel’s ultimate amenity: an insuite, private operatic serenade. w
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Weekend
ESCAPES
ROMANCE DOESN’T NECESSARILY REQUIRE
TRAVELING TO FAR-FLUNG DESTINATIONS.
HERE, 10 QUICK GETAWAYS TO IGNITE A
MAJOR SPARK IN YOUR WEEKEND.
LITTLE PALM
ISLAND, FLORIDA

No television, no kids, no
cell phones. These are
three rules to live by at this
exotic private island oasis,
a short 15-minute boat
ride from the lower Florida
Keys. Thirty oceanfront
suites are sprinkled across
a tropical fantasyland
of orchids, palm trees,
mangrove mazes,
Zen gardens, outdoor
showers, and swaying
hammocks. From $1,190;
littlepalmisland.com.

Clockwise from top left: Dubai’s famed Burj Al Arab
hotel; outdoor lounging at the Qasr Al Sarab; the
resort from a distance; exploring the sand dunes.

AMANGANI, WYOMING

Lose yourself in the extraordinary natural beauty of Wyoming’s Tetons, reveling in easy
ski access, sublime vistas through floor-to-ceiling windows, and après-ski fun in the
sleek, heated, 115-foot swimming pool (and surrounding heated patio). Request suite 1,
8, or 16 for the best views of the Grand Tetons and Snake River Valley or opt for total
privacy and rent one of the resort’s private homes. Reserve a private sleigh ride one
evening, when a horse-drawn sleigh leads you through the wilderness to 360-degree
mountaintop views of the snow-capped surrounds. From $700; aman.com.

TWIN FARMS,
VERMONT

Food, wine, pampering,
and privacy are key themes
at this adults-only, allinclusive property high
in the hilltops of Barnard,
Vermont (children under
16 are welcome during
designated family weeks).
Choose from 20 designdriven cottages and bucolic
farmhouse suites—spread
over 300 acres—and enjoy
languid days engrossed
in New England nature,
indulging in wine-paired,
multi-course gourmet
meals beside your private
fireplace or in special
nooks like the private
subterranean wine cellar.
From $1,425;
twinfarms.com.

E

nveloped by sky-high, rust-hued sand dunes, with absolutely nothing
else around for miles, Qasr Al Sarab Desert Resort by Anantara
(from $450; qasralsarab.anantara.com) surfaces as a five-star oasis
of Arabic mystique along the southern perimeter of the United Arab
Emirates. Smack in the middle of the Liwa Desert, the world’s longest
uninterrupted desert, each of the 205 design-savvy rooms, suites, and
villas of this medieval enclave face an endless desert, offering a front-row
seat to nature’s daytime spectacle as the dunes sway with the wind and
change colors with the sunlight. In the villas, floor-to-ceiling windows,
private chilled swimming pools, expansive terraces, and butler service add
to the Arabian high.
Enjoy camel treks, dune bashing, desert sailing, sand sledding, archery,
falconry, and climbing the dunes at sunset. There is no shortage of fodder
for personal travel dispatches at Qasr Al Sarab, and this desert dream is
easily accessed by road from Abu Dhabi in 90 minutes or Dubai in less
than three hours, meaning a visit is feasible even as a multiday stopover
when traveling through the Middle East.
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Photos: (Center and bottom) Paul Thuysbaert. Opposite: (Center) Sammy Todd Dyess;
(bottom right) Mark Boisclair.

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

ENCHANTMENT RESORT, ARIZONA

Immerse in the world of breathtaking canyons, arches, and promontories at this Sedona retreat. Admire
the rugged landscapes and glowing sandstone of Boynton Canyon from the desert-chic rooms (each
with private deck and fireplace), from the patio and treatment rooms at Mii amo, a destination spa,
from the 18-hole championship Seven Canyons golf course, and from the four on-property restaurants
(each with a different view of the environs). From $375; enchantmentresort.com. w
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NEW MOON RISING
THE C9 MOONPHASE

Incorporating Calibre JJ04

On the state’s serene eastern shores,
roughly 80 miles east of Washington,
D.C., this colonial mansion turned
five-star inn shines as a self-contained
destination for outdoor enthusiasts
and rural escapists. Relax with morning
meditation classes and treatments in
the spa, or soak in the heated outdoor
pool. From $265; belmond.com.

INN AT DOS BRISAS, TEXAS

This luxuriant ranch in the rolling meadows of Texas’ Washington County,
one hour northwest of Houston, keeps things intimate with five Spanish-style
haciendas—each at 3,000 square feet, with king-sized beds, outdoor showers,
and heated plunge pools—and four private casitas. Guests live large over 313
acres offering horseback pursuits, fishing, cycling, hiking, clay target shooting,
and feasting on farm-to-table cuisine at the award-winning restaurant. From
$799; dosbrisas.com.

VICEROY ZIHUATANEJO,
MEXICO

Nestling one of Mexico’s most prized
swaths of white-sand beach, this
unpretentious resort is what sweet
Mexican dreams are made of. Unwind in
one of the adobe-style casitas, feast on
flights of fresh ceviche, sip on mezcal
cocktails and authentic margaritas, and
worship the sun for hours on end from
your terrace or a sleek ocean lounger.
From $402;
viceroyhotelsandresorts.com.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL
HOUSE, UTAH

An 1889 American schoolhouse
reinvented as a trendy 12-room
boutique hotel off Park City’s
Main Street, this National Historic
Landmark is just a stone’s throw from
the town lift to world-class ski slopes
and prides itself on arranging out-ofthe-box, romantic winter activities,
such as private paddleboard yoga in
a hot spring, hot air ballooning, and
exhilarating toboggan rides. From
$375; washingtonschoolhouse.com.

Photos: (Bottom) Rigoberto Moreno.

INN AT PERRY CABIN BY
BELMOND, MARYLAND

LAS VENTANAS,
CABO, MEXICO

AMANERA, DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC

Aman’s newest resort offers just 25
one-bedroom casitas—13 of which
include their own private 32-foot
pools—and one two-bedroom home
with its own 65-foot pool. The 370acre property, which includes the
brand’s first golf course, is set amid
2,000 acres of jungle, located within
the island’s northern coast, where 60foot cliffs give way to the seven-mile
Playa Grande beach. Though the island
feels like an exotic escape, its seven
airports and two-and-a-half-hour
flight from Miami make it surprisingly
accessible. From $850; aman.com.
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Twelve new beachfront villas, ranging
from 4,500 to 5,700 square feet, offer
privacy and a host of reasons not to
wander far: bathrooms designed like
private spas; secluded infinity pools; and
a dedicated villa host that can prepare
all meals, to name just a few. However,
couples seeking more creative ways to
seduce their partners can work with
the property’s Director of Romance,
who has helped organize everything
from planting love notes in a bottle
on the beach during evening strolls to
coordinating elaborate proposals. While
the 23-acre property also offers Pool
Butlers and even dedicated Dog Butlers,
one thing it doesn’t have is a kid’s club,
making the resort inherently more
geared toward couples. From $775,
rosewoodhotels.com. u
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